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ABSTRACT. This paper addresses the problem of querying several databases considered as a
whole. Assuming that the different databases share a common data description language, the
problem that arises is to consistently answer queries even if the database contents are con-
tradictory. The main contribution of this paper is the specification of a query-evaluator for
answering closed and open general queries addressed to several databases and for providing
explanations about the results. For doing so, we first specify a query-evaluator, in logic, which
assumes that the databases are propositional ones and do not contain disjunctions. Then we ex-
tend it to first-order databases defined by an extensional part (sets of positive or negative facts)
and an intensional part (sets of first order clauses). We also show that the query-evaluator
corresponds to a majority merging of the databases.
KEYWORDS: databases integration, merging, logic, Prolog, query evaluator, complex queries.
1. Introduction
The general context of this work, referred as databases integration, federated data-
bases, multi-databases, databases fusing or merging (cf. [BAT 86], [BAR 91], [BAR 92],
[SUB 94], [CHO 98], [LIN 98], [LEM 02], [BRA 03]) is the problem which consists
in querying several databases (which are independently developed) viewed as a single
one.
The first problem is to define a global schema which provides the user a unified
view of the different databases and define mappings between the global schema and
the different local schemes. This problem is intensively studied in the Database Com-
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munity and leads to two main paradigms: The “Local-as-view” paradigm (which de-
scribes each data source as a view of the global schema) and the “Global-as-view”
paradigm (which defines global relations as views of the local ones). See for instance
[LEN 02] and [BRA 03] for more details.
This present paper assumes that this problem is solved and that the different data-
bases share a common data description language (i.e. a common sets of relations or
predicate symbols). However, each databases may be associated with a proper set of
rules (integrity constraints. . . ).
The remaining problem is that the information stored in the different databases
may be contradictory, specially in the presence of integrity constraints (key con-
straints, foreign key constraints etc.). The point is then to provide consistent answers
to queries.
In order to illustrate that point, consider the simple following example. A user
faces three databases which store information about students and the departments in
which they are registered. Furthermore, each database is associated with the key
constraint expressing that a student is registered in only one department. The first
database stores the facts: Student(John, maths), Student(Sandra, maths), the second
one stores Student(John,physics), Student(Paul,maths) and the last one stores Stu-
dent(John, maths), Student(Sandra, physics). What is the answer to the query : “where
is John registered ?”. There are several ways to answer this query, depending on dif-
ferent assumptions.
Firstly, we can cautiously answer that “John is registered in maths or in physics”.
But this way of answering is not satisfactory since it introduces incompleteness in the
answers even if the initial databases are complete.
A way of providing complete answers is to take into account the relative reliability
of the databases if known. For instance if the second database is known to be more
reliable than the others, we can answer that “John is registered in physics”. That way
of providing answers has been studied, particularly in [LIN 96], [CHO 98], [BEN 99].
When the reliability of the databases is not known or when all the databases are
equally reliable, an alternative is to provide an answer which agrees with the biggest
number of databases. In the previous example, it comes to answer that “John is regis-
tered in maths”.
This present paper studies this way of answering. It defines a query evaluator
which adopts a majority attitude between the different databases, i.e. it defines a query
evaluator which answers queries as if they were addressed to a single database, the one
which is obtained by merging the initial databases with a majority merging operator
[KON 98, KON 99, KON 02b]. The present query-evaluator is an extension of some
previous work [CHO 02, CHO 04] and associates an explanation with any answer it
generates. For instance, in the previous example, the answer to “Is John registered
in maths ?” will be Yes, by majority. This explains there are some databases which
contain information for proving that John is registered in maths and there are also
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some (but less) databases which contain information for proving that he does not. The
answer to “Is Paul registered in maths ?” will be Yes and it is Unchallenged. This
explains that some databases contain information for proving that Paul is registered in
maths and no database contains information for proving that he does not. The answer
to “Is Phil registered in maths ?” will be Don’t know, due to a lack of information,
explaining that no database contains information for deciding which is the department
where Phil is registered in. Finally, the answer to “Is Sandra registered in maths ?”
will be something like We don’t know due to a balanced inconsistency, explaining that
the number of databases which agree on one department is equal to the number of
databases which agree on another one.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the logical specification of
a query-evaluator for answering atomic queries addressed to propositional databases
which are sets of positive or negative propositional atoms. In section 3, we prove
that this query evaluator corresponds to a majority method of merging propositional
knowledge bases. This query-evaluator is then extended in section 4, so that we can
ask queries written under conjunctive normal form. Section 5 extends the query eval-
uator to first order databases. Databases are there defined by an extensional part (sets
of positive or negative facts) and an intensional part (sets of first order clauses) and
are restricted so that they do not contain pure disjunctions. Section 6 details two ex-
amples. Finally, section 7 is devoted to a discussion.
2. Specification of a query-evaluator for answering atomic queries
Let us assume a propositional language L, and several databases db1, . . . , dbn
called primitive databases whose contents are consistent sets of literals1 of L.
The query evaluator for answering atomic queries is specified by a set of formulas
of a logical language, named ML and defined in the following.
2.1. The logical language
The logical language ML is defined in the following way:
– constants symbols are propositional letters of L, names of databases, a constant
symbol denoted nil, constants denoting integers: 1, 2, etc. and four constant symbols:
Majority, BalancedInconsistency, CompleteLack and Unchallenged.
– a binary function noted ∗. By convention, (db i1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbik ) represents the term:
dbi1 ∗ (dbi2 . . . ∗ (dbik ∗ nil) . . .).
This function will be used to denote the database made of db i1 , . . . , dbik and con-
sidered as a whole (we will call these databases multi-databases as opposed to primi-
tive databases).
1. A literal is a positive or negative atom.
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Finally, notice that a primitive database db is represented by the term (db∗nil) i.e.
the term (db).
– a binary function denoted + which is the sum of integers.
– binary predicate symbols are Bexp, neg, = and >.
– ternary predicate symbols are R and B.
– a unary predicate symbol NIL.
The intuitive semantics of the predicates is the following:
– neg(l, l′) is true if literal l′ is the literal negation of l. This predicate will be used
to represent the object-level negation.
– Bexp(db, l) is true if the literal l is explicitly stored in the primitive database db
(which is a consistent set of literals).
– R(db, l, i) is true if l appears i times in db (db being a primitive database or made
of several databases).
– B(Majority, db, l) is true if the number of occurrences of l in db (where db is a
primitive database or made of several databases) is strictly greater than the number of
occurrences of its negation, itself being strictly greater than 0.
– B(Unchallenged, db, l) is true if the number of occurrences of l in db is greater
than 0 and if the number of occurrences of its negation is 0.
– B(BalancedInconsistency, db, l) is true if the number of occurrences of l in db is
equal to the number of occurrences of its negation, both of them being strictly greater
than 0.
– B(CompleteLack, db, l) is true if the number of occurrences of l in db and the
number of occurrences of its negation are equal to 0.
– NIL(db) is true if db is nil.
– i = j (resp. (i > j)) is true if integers i and j are equal (resp. if integer i is
strictly greater than integer j). These two predicates will be defined by extension in
the program by a finite number of atomic formulas.
We will call explanations the terms Majority, Unchallenged, BalancedInconsistency
and CompleteLack, because they represent additional informations about the way the
literals have been “deduced” in the multi-base.
2.2. The program
Let META be the following set of ML formulas2:
2. Recall that primitive databases are sets of literals so each literal which belongs to a source
has exactly one occurrence in it.
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(1) Bexp(db, l) if the literal l belongs to the primitive database db
(2) ¬NIL(db2) ∧R(db1, l, i) ∧R(db2, l, j) ∧ (k = i+ j) → R(db1 ∗ db2, l, k)
(3) NIL(db2) ∧Bexp(db1, l) → R(db1 ∗ db2, l, 1)
(4) NIL(db2) ∧ ¬Bexp(db1, l) → R(db1 ∗ db2, l, 0)
(5) R(db, l, 0) ∧R(db, l′, 0) ∧ neg(l, l′) → B(CompleteLack, db, l)
(6) R(db, l, i) ∧R(db, l′, 0) ∧ neg(l, l′) ∧ (i > 0) → B(Unchallenged, db, l)
(7) R(db, l, i) ∧R(db, l′, i) ∧ neg(l, l′) ∧ (i > 0) →
B(BalancedInconsistency, db, l)
(8) R(db, l, i) ∧R(db, l′, j) ∧ neg(l, l′) ∧ (i > j) ∧ (j > 0) → B(Majority, db, l)
(9) NIL(nil)
(10) k = (r + l) and (r + l) = k for any k ∈ {1, . . . , n} for any r ∈ {1, . . . , k}
and for any l such that r + l = k
(11) k > r for any k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and for any r ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}
(12) neg(l, l′) if l is a literal and l′ is negation of l
Notice that there is a finite number of axioms (10), axioms (11) and axioms (12).
Notice also that the negation ¬ here represents in fact negation-as-failure in PROLOG.
PROPOSITION 1. — For any database db and any literal l, the following cases are
exhaustive and exclusive:
– PROLOG proves B(Majority, db, l) in the program META3.
– PROLOG proves B(Majority, db,¬l).
– PROLOG proves B(Unchallenged, db, l).
– PROLOG proves B(Unchallenged, db,¬l).
– PROLOG proves B(BalancedInconsistency, db, l) and
B(BalancedInconsistency, db,¬l).
– PROLOG proves B(CompleteLack, db, l) and B(CompleteLack, db,¬l).
PROOF. — Based on a result proved in [CHO 04], we first prove that, given a database
db and a propositional literal l, there exists an unique integer i such that PROLOG proves
R(db, l, i).
Consider the integer i1 such that PROLOG proves R(db, l, ii) and the integer i2
such that PROLOG proves R(db,¬l, i2). The following cases are exhaustive and ex-
clusive:
– i1 = i2 = 0. In this case, by axiom 5, PROLOG proves B(CompleteLack, db, l)
and also B(CompleteLack, db,¬l) .
– i1 > 0 and i2 = 0. In this case, by axiom 6, PROLOG proves
B(Unchallenged, db, l).
– i1 = 0 and i2 > 0. In this case, by axiom 6, PROLOG proves
B(Unchallenged, db,¬l).
3. In the following, we will simply note “PROLOG proves . . . ” instead of “PROLOG proves
. . . in the program META” in order to lighten notations.
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– i1 > 0, i2 > 0 and i1 > i2. In this case, by axiom 8, PROLOG proves
B(Majority, db, l).
– i1 > 0, i2 > 0 and i2 > i1. In this case, by axiom 8, PROLOG proves
B(Majority, db,¬l).
– i1 > 0, i2 > 0 and i1 = i2. In this case, by axiom 7, PROLOG proves
B(BalancedInconsistency, db, l) and B(BalancedInconsistency, db,¬l).
■
3. Relation with majority merging operators
Here, we formally establish a relation between the META program and the major-
ity merging operators defined by Konieczny and Pino-Pérez (cf. [KON 98, KON 99,
KON 02a]).
First, let us recall the definition introduced by Konieczny and Pino-Pérez 4.
Let db1, . . . , dbn be n information sources (i.e. sets of propositional formulas) to
be merged.
Konieczny and Pino-Pérez define a majority merging operator, denoted Δ Σ, such
that the models of the information source which is obtained from merging db 1, . . . , dbn
with this operator is semantically characterized by:
Mod(ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn])) = min≤Σ[db1,...,dbn]
(W)
where W denotes the set of all the interpretations of the propositional language
used to describe the contents of the information sources. ≤Σ[db1,...,dbn] is a total pre-
order on W defined by:
w ≤Σ[db1,...,dbn] w′ iﬀ dΣ(w, [db1, . . . , dbn]) ≤ dΣ(w′, [db1, . . . , dbn])
with





where Mod(dbi) is the set models of dbi and d(w,w′) is the Hamming distance
(i.e. the number of propositional letters whose valuations in w and in w ′ are different).
4. Notice that we slightly change the presentations of these definitions to remain coherent with
what has already been presented.
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In other words, when merging db1, . . . , dbn with the operator ΔΣ, the result is
semantically characterized by the interpretations which are minimal according to the
pre-order≤Σ[db1,...,dbn].
The following propositions establish the relation between some conclusions that
can be derived on META using PROLOG and the result of the majority merging oper-
ator ΔΣ.
PROPOSITION 2. — Let db1, . . . , dbn be n primitive databases and l be a literal of
L. With the notations previously introduced, we have:
PROLOG provesB(Majority, db1∗. . .∗dbn, l) orB(Unchallenged, db1 ∗. . .∗ dbn, l)
in META iff ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l.
PROLOG provesB(BalancedInconsistency, db1∗. . .∗dbn, l) orB(CompleteLack,
db1 ∗ . . .∗dbn, l) in META iff ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l and ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬l.
PROOF. — We prove the proposition in four steps:
1) let us first prove that if PROLOG proves B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l) or
B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗. . .∗ dbn, l) in the program META then ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |=
l.
If PROLOG proves B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l) or B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗
. . . ∗ dbn, l) in the program META then PROLOG proved R(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l, i),
R(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l′, j), neg(l, l′) and i > j (by using axiom (6) or axiom (8)).
We proved in [CHO 04] that in this case, ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l (by soundness
of the modal logic developed in [CHO 04]).
2) let us prove that if ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l then PROLOG proves
B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l) or B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l) in the pro-
gram META.
We prove in [CHO 04] that if ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l, then we can deduce that
PROLOG provesR(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l, i), R(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l′, j), neg(l, l′) and i > j.
So:
- either j = 0 and then PROLOG proves B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l)
in the program META by using axiom (6).
- either j > 0 and then PROLOG proves B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l) in the
program META by using axiom (8).
3) let us prove that if PROLOG proves B(BalancedInconsistency, db 1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn, l) or B(CompleteLack, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l) in the program META then
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l and ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬l.
PROLOG proves B(BalancedInconsistency, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l) or
B(CompleteLack, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l) in the program META, so PROLOG proved
R(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l, i), R(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l′, i) and neg(l, l′) (by using axiom (5) or
axiom (7)).
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Thus PROLOG fails to prove R(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l′, j) with j = i. We
proved in [CHO 04] that in this case, ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l. Symmetrically,
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬l (because PROLOG proves neg(l, l′)).
4) let us prove that if ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l and ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |=
¬l then PROLOG proves B(BalancedInconsistency, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l) or
B(CompleteLack, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l) in the program META.
We prove in [CHO 04] that if ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l, then we can deduce that
PROLOG fails to prove (R(db1∗. . .∗dbn, l, i) andR(db1∗. . .∗dbn, l′, j) and neg(l, l′)
and i > j).
For all literal l, there is an unique integer i such that PROLOG provesR(db1 ∗ . . .∗
dbn, l, i) (cf. [CHO 04] for proof). Let us consider l ′ such that PROLOG proves
neg(l, l′) (this literal exists). There is some integer j such that PROLOG proves
R(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l′, j). From [CHO 04], we can deduce that i ≤ j. Using the
same reasoning with ¬l, we can deduce that j ≤ i. So:
- either i = j = 0 and from (5) PROLOG proves B(CompleteLack, db1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn, l) in the program META;
- either i = j and i > 0 and from (7) PROLOG proves
B(BalancedInconsistency, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l) in the program META.
■
4. Extension of the query-evaluator
In this section, we extend the previous query-evaluator to answer queries that are
in conjunctive normal form. We first extend it to disjunctions of literals and then to
conjunctions of disjunctions of literals.
4.1. Extension to disjunctions of literals
4.1.1. Extension of ML
The language ML is extended by the addition of:
– two new constants symbols: No_Majority and No_Unchallenged in order to rea-
son with negation of disjunctions (and then with conjunctions as we will see in the
next section).
– a new constant symbol ? which will be used in the cases where we cannot deduce
interesting information.
– a new binary function denoted ∨. By convention l 1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm represents the
term (l1 ∨ (l2 ∨ . . . ∨ (lm ∨ nil) . . .)). This function is used to denote disjunctions of
literals.
– a new ternary predicate D, whose intuitive semantics is given in the following:
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D(Unchallenged, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln) is true if for at least one li PROLOG proves
B(Unchallenged, db, li).
D(Majority, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln) is true if for no li PROLOG proves
B(Unchallenged, db, li) but for at least one li PROLOG proves B(Majority, db, li).
D(No_Majority, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln) is true if for any li PROLOG proves
B(Unchallenged, db,¬li) or B(Majority, db,¬li) and there is one li for which PRO-
LOG proves B(Majority, db,¬li). This means that ¬(l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln) is believed by
majority.
D(No_Unchallenged, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln) is true if for all li PROLOG proves
B(Unchallenged, db,¬li). This means that¬(l1∨. . .∨ln) is believed “unchallenged”.
D(?, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln) is true in any other case.
– a new binary predicate all_neg. Intuitively, all_neg(db, l1 ∨ . . .∨ lm) is true iff
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, PROLOG proves D(Majority, db,¬li) or D(Unchallenged, db,¬li)
(i.e. every li is “defeated” by its negation in db).
“No_Majority” and “No_Unchallenged” are used to represent negation at the ob-
ject level. We do not want to define the relations between conjunctions, disjunctions
and negation, so we use this method to represent the fact that a disjunction is not
believed by a base.
4.1.2. Extension of the program
The previous program META is extended with the following axioms 5:
(13) B(Unchallenged, db, l) → D(Unchallenged, db, l ∨ d)
(14) D(Unchallenged, db, d) → D(Unchallenged, db, l ∨ d)
(15) ¬D(Unchallenged, db, l ∨ d) ∧B(Majority, db, l) → D(Majority, db, l ∨ d)
(16) ¬D(Unchallenged, db, l ∨ d) ∧D(Majority, db, d) → D(Majority, db, l ∨ d)
(17) all_neg(db, l ∨ d) ∧B(Majority, db, l′) ∧ neg(l, l′) →
D(No_Majority, db, l ∨ d)
(18) all_neg(db, l ∨ d) ∧D(No_Majority, db, d) → D(No_Majority, db, l ∨ d)
(19) all_neg(db, nil)
(20) B(Majority, db, l′) ∧ neg(l, l′) ∧ all_neg(db, d) → all_neg(db, l ∨ d)
(21) B(Unchallenged, db, l ′) ∧ neg(l, l′) ∧ all_neg(db, d) → all_neg(db, l ∨ d)
(22) D(No_Unchallenged, db, nil)
(23) B(Unchallenged, db,¬l) ∧D(No_Unchallenged, db, d) →
D(No_Unchallenged, db, l ∨ d)
(24) ¬D(Majority, db, l ∨ d) ∧ ¬D(Unchallenged, db, l ∨ d)∧
¬D(No_Unchallenged, db, l ∨ d) ∧ ¬D(No_Majority, db, l)
→ D(?, db, l ∨ d)
We can intuitively interpret those axioms in the following way:
5. Notice that using cut in right places could allow us to write these axioms without using
negation as failure. Detailing this trick of programming optimization is out of the scope of this
paper.
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– if a literal is believed “unchallenged”, then every disjunction in which it appears
will be believed “unchallenged” (axioms (13) and (14)).
– if a literal is believed “by majority”, then every disjunction in which it appears
and which is not “unchallenged” will be believed “by majority” (axioms (15) and
(16)).
– using the all_neg predicate, which indicates when a disjunction is not be-
lieved by a base, we can deduce the symmetric results for “no_unchallenged” and
“no_majority” (axioms (17) to (23)).
– finally, there are some cases in which we cannot deduce interesting explanations
(axiom (24)). We will discuss this at the end of the section.
We can now give a property of META which guaranties that we explore all the
possible cases:
PROPOSITION 3. — For any database db and any disjunction l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln, the
following cases are exhaustive and exclusive:
– PROLOG proves D(Majority, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln)
– PROLOG proves D(Unchallenged, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln)
– PROLOG proves D(No_Majority, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln)
– PROLOG proves D(No_Unchallenged, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln)
– PROLOG proves D(?, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln)
PROOF. — Consider a disjunction of literals l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln.
Let us first assume that there is i0 ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that PROLOG proves
B(Unchallenged, db, li0). In this case, due to axioms (13) and (14) PROLOG proves
D(Unchallenged, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln).
Assume now that there is no literal li for which PROLOG provesB(Unchallenged,
db, li). Thus by negation as failure PROLOG proves ¬D(Unchallenged, db, l 1 ∨ . . .∨
ln). In this case:
1) assume that there is i0 ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that PROLOG proves
B(Majority, db, li0). In this case, due to axioms (15) and (16) PROLOG proves
D(Majority, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln).
2) assume now that there is no literal li for which PROLOG proves
B(Majority, db, li). Thus by negation as failure PROLOG proves
¬D(Majority, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln).
a) assume that ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} PROLOG proves B(Majority, db,¬li) or
B(Unchallenged, db,¬li). In this case by axioms (19), (20) and (21), PROLOG proves
all_neg(db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln).
Assume that there is i0 ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that PROLOG proves
B(Majority, db,¬li0). In this case, due to axioms (17) and (18), PROLOG proves
D(No_Majority, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln).
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On the contrary, if ∀i ∈ {1, . . . n} then PROLOG proves
B(Unchallenged, db,¬li). So, by axioms (22) and (23), PROLOG proves
D(No_Unchallenged, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln).
b) else, by negation as failure, PROLOG proves¬D(No_Majority, db, l1∨. . .∨
ln) and ¬D(No_Unchallenged, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln).
Since in this case it also proves ¬D(Unchallenged, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln) and
¬D(Majority, db, l1 ∨ . . .∨ ln) by negation as failure, by axiom (24) PROLOG proves
D(?, db, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln).
■
4.2. Extension to conjunctions of disjunctions of literals
We now extend META to conjunctions of disjunctions of literals.
4.2.1. Extension of ML
ML is extended by the addition of:
– a new binary function denoted ∧. By convention d 1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm represents the
term (d1∧(d2∧. . .∧(dm∧nil) . . .)). This function is used to denote the conjunctions
of disjunctions of literals.
– a new ternary predicate C, whose intuitive semantics is given in the following:
- C(Unchallenged, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn) is true if for all disjunctions di PRO-
LOG proves D(Unchallenged, db, di).
- C(Majority, db, d1∧. . .∧dn) is true if for all disjunctions di PROLOG proves
D(Unchallenged, db, li) or D(Majority, db, li) and there is one disjunction, say di0 ,
for which PROLOG proves D(Majority, db, di0).
- C(No_Unchallenged, db, d1 ∧ . . .∧dn) is true if there is one disjunction, say
di0 , for which PROLOG proves D(No_Unchallenged, db, d i0).
- C(No_Majority, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn) is true if for no disjunction we have
D(No_ Unchallenged, db, di) but there is one disjunction, say di0 for which PROLOG
proves D(No_Majority, db, di0).
- C(?, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn) is true in any other case.
– symmetrically to the disjunction extension, we define a new binary predicate
all_pos. all_pos(db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm) is true iff all the disjunctions di are believed by
majority or unchallenged in db.
4.2.2. Extension of the program
The previous program META is extended with the following axioms:
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(25) C(Unchallenged, db, nil)
(26) D(Unchallenged, db, d) ∧ C(Unchallenged, db, c) → C(Unchallenged, db,
d ∧ c)
(27) all_pos(db, d ∧ c) ∧D(Majority, db, d) → C(Majority, db, d ∧ c)
(28) all_pos(db, d ∧ c) ∧ C(Majority, db, c) → C(Majority, db, d ∧ c)
(29) all_pos(db, nil)
(30) D(Majority, db, d) ∧ all_pos(db, c) → all_pos(db, d ∧ c)
(31) D(Unchallenged, db, d) ∧ all_pos(db, c) → all_pos(db, d ∧ c)
(32) D(No_Unchallenged, db, d) → C(No_Unchallenged, db, d ∧ c)
(33) C(No_Unchallenged, db, c) → C(No_Unchallenged, db, d ∧ c)
(34) ¬C(No_Unchallenged, db, d ∧ c) ∧D(No_Majority, db, d) →
C(No_Majority, db, d ∧ c)
(35) ¬C(No_Unchallenged, db, d ∧ c) ∧ C(No_Majority, db, c) →
C(No_Majority, db, d ∧ c)
(36) ¬C(Majority, db, d ∧ c) ∧ ¬C(Unchallenged, db, d ∧ c) ∧ ¬C(No_Unchal-
lenged, db, d ∧ c) ∧ ¬C(No_Majority, db, d ∧ c) → C(?, db, d ∧ c)
We can interpret those axioms by:
– if all the disjunctions in the conjunction are believed “unchallenged”, then the
conjunction is believed “unchallenged” (axioms (25) and (26)).
– if one of the disjunctions is believed “by majority” and the others are believed
“by majority” or “unchallenged”, then the conjunction is believed “by majority” (ax-
ioms (27) and (28)).
– if one disjunction is believed6 “No_Unchallenged”, then the disjunction is be-
lieved “No_Unchallenged” (axioms (32) and (33)).
– if all the disjunctions are believed “No_Majority”, then the conjunction is be-
lieved “No_Majority” (axioms (34) and (35)).
– in all the other cases, we cannot deduce interesting explanations (axiom (36)).
See section 4.4 for intuitive explanations in this case.
Like in the disjunction case, we have the following property:
PROPOSITION 4. — For any database db and any conjunction of disjunctions d 1 ∧
. . . ∧ dn, the following cases are exhaustive and exclusive:
– PROLOG proves C(Majority, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn).
– PROLOG proves C(Unchallenged, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn).
– PROLOG proves C(No_Majority, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn).
– PROLOG proves C(No_Unchallenged, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn).
– PROLOG proves (?, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn).
PROOF. — Consider a conjunction d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn.
6. More exactly, it is not believed, but we use “No_Unchallenged” and “No_Majority” to rep-
resent the negation for those particular cases at the conjunction level.
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Assume that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} PROLOG proves D(Unchallenged, db, di). In
this case, due to axioms (25) and (26) PROLOG provesC(Unchallenged, db, d 1∧. . .∧
dn).
Assume now that there is a i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that PROLOG cannot prove
D(Unchallenged, db, di). Thus, by negation by failure, PROLOG proves ¬C(Unchal-
lenged, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn).
1) assume that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} PROLOG proves D(Unchallenged, db, d i)
or D(Majority, db, di). Thus due to axioms (29), (30) and (31) PROLOG proves
all_pos(db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn).
Furthermore, there is necessarily a disjunction di0 such that PROLOG proves
D(Majority, db, di).
Indeed, if it is not the case, that implies that ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} PROLOG does not
proveD(Majority, db, di) thus, ∀i PROLOG provesD(Unchallenged, db, di), which is
impossible in this case.
Then finally, in this case, due to axioms (27) and (28) PROLOG proves
C(Majority, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn).
2) else, there is a disjunction di0 such that PROLOG does not proves
D(Unchallenged, db, di0) norD(Majority, db, di0). Thus, by negation as failure PRO-
LOG proves ¬C(Majority, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn).
Furthermore, we can deduce by proposition 3 that PROLOG proves
D(No_Unchallenged, db, di0) or D(No_Majority, db, di0) or D(?, db, di0 ).
a) if PROLOG proves D(No_Unchallenged, db, di0), then by axioms (32) and
(33), PROLOG proves C(No_Unchallenged, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn).
b) if there is no disjunction di such that PROLOG proves
D(No_Unchallenged, db, di), then by negation as failure, PROLOG proves
¬C(No_Unchallenged, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn).
If there is i0 ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that PROLOG proves D(No_Majority, db, di0),
then by axioms (34) and (35), PROLOG proves C(No_Majority, db, d 1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn).
Else, by negation as failure, PROLOG proves ¬C(No_Majority, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧
dn). But it is also the case that PROLOG proves ¬C(Unchallenged, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn)
and ¬C(Majority, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn).
Thus, finally by axiom (36) PROLOG proves C(?, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dn).
■
4.3. Relation with majority merging operators
The results of proposition 2 are here extended to the case of disjunctions of literals
and then to conjunctions of disjunctions of literals.
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PROPOSITION 5. — Let db1, . . . , dbn be n primitive databases and l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm be
a disjunction of literals of L which is not a tautology. Then:
– PROLOG proves D(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm) or
D(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm) in the program META iff
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm.
– PROLOG proves D(No_Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm) or
D(No_Unchallenged, db1 ∗. . .∗ dbn, l1∨. . .∨lm) in META iff ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |=
¬(l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm).
– PROLOG proves D(?, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm) in META iff
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm and ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬(l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm).
PROOF. — We prove the three parts of the proposition.
1) let us prove that PROLOG proves D(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm)
or D(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm) in the program META iff
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm.
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm
⇔ ∃J ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}∀j ∈ J ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= lj
(since ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) is equivalent to a set of literals and since
l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm is not a tautology)
⇔ by proposition 2, ∃J ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}, ∀j ∈ J PROLOG proves
B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, lj) or PROLOG proves
B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, lj).
∃J ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}, ∀j ∈ J PROLOG proves B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, lj) or
PROLOG provesB(Unchallenged, db1∗. . .∗dbn, lj) is equivalent to the two following
cases:
- if ∃j ∈ J such that PROLOG provesB(Unchallenged, db1∗. . .∗dbn, lj) then,
with axioms (13) and (14), PROLOG provesD(Unchallenged, db 1∗. . .∗dbn, l1∨. . .∨
lm).
- else, PROLOG does not proveD(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . .∨ lm)
and ∀j ∈ J it provesB(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, lj). So, with axioms (15) and (16),
PROLOG proves D(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm)
2) let us prove that PROLOG provesD(No_Majority, db1∗. . .∗dbn, l1∨. . .∨lm) or
D(No_Unchallenged, db1 ∗. . .∗ dbn, l1∨. . .∨lm) in META iff ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |=
¬(l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm).
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬(l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm)
⇔ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬li
⇔ by proposition 2 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} PROLOG proves B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn,¬li) or PROLOG proves B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn,¬li)
First, with axioms (19), (20) and (21), PROLOG proves all_neg(db 1∗. . .∗dbn, l1∨
. . . ∨ lm).
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So ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} PROLOG proves B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn,¬li) or PRO-
LOG proves B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn,¬li) is equivalent to the two following
cases:
- either ∃i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that PROLOG proves B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn,¬li) then with axioms (17) and (18) PROLOG provesD(No_Majority, db 1 ∗ . . .∗
dbn, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm).
- either ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} PROLOG proves B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗
. . . ∗ dbn,¬li). Thus with axioms (22) and (23) PROLOG proves
D(No_Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm).
3) let us prove that PROLOG proves D(?, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . .∨ lm) in META
iff ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm and ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬(l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm).
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm and
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬(l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm)
⇔ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= li and
∃i0 ∈ {1 . . .m}ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬li0
This is equivalent by proposition 2 to the two following propositions :
a) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} PROLOG proves B(BalancedInconsistency, db1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn, li) or PROLOG proves B(CompleteLack, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, li).
Thus by proposition 1, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} PROLOG cannot prove
B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, li) nor B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, li), so by nega-
tion by failure ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} PROLOG proves ¬B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . .∗dbn, li) and
¬B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, li).
b) ∃i0 ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that (PROLOG proves
B(BalancedInconsistency, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l′i0) or PROLOG proves
B(CompleteLack, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l′i0)) and PROLOG proves neg(li0 , l′i0).
Let us notice that by negation by failure, PROLOG proves
¬B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l′i0) and ¬B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l′i0).
From a), we can deduce using axioms (13) and (14) and negation by failure that
PROLOG proves ¬D(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm).
In the same way, using axioms (15) and (16) and negation by failure, PRO-
LOG proves ¬D(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm).
From b), as PROLOG proves ¬B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l′i0) and¬B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l′i0), we can deduce using axioms (19), (20), (21) and
negation by failure that PROLOG proves ¬all_neg(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm).
Thus, from axioms (17), (18) and negation by failure, PROLOG proves
¬D(No_Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm).
As PROLOG proves¬B(Unchallenged, db1∗. . .∗dbn, l′i0), using axioms (22), (23)
and negation by failure, PROLOG proves ¬D(No_Unchallenged, db 1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨
. . . ∨ lm).
So PROLOG can prove D(?, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lm) using axiom (24).
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PROPOSITION 6. — Let db1, . . . , dbn be n primitive databases and d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm
be a conjunction of disjunctions of literals of L such that the d is are not tautologies.
Then:
– PROLOG proves C(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm) or
C(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm) in the program META iff
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm.
– PROLOG proves C(No_Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm) or
C(No_Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm) in the program META iff
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬(d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm).
– PROLOG proves C(?, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm) in the program META iff
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm and ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬(d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm).
PROOF. — We prove the three parts of the proposition.
1) let us prove that PROLOG proves C(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm)
or C(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm) in the program META iff
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm.
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm
⇔ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= di
⇔ by proposition 5, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} PROLOG proves
D(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di) or PROLOG proves D(Unchallenged,
db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di)
which is equivalent to the two following cases:
- either ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} PROLOG provesD(Unchallenged, db1∗ . . .∗dbn, di)
and then with axioms (25) and (26), PROLOG proves C(Unchallenged, db 1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm) in META.
- either ∃i0 ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that PROLOG cannot prove
D(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di0), but PROLOG proves D(Majority, db1 ∗
. . . ∗ dbn, di0).
First, with axioms (29), (30) and (31), PROLOG proves all_pos(db 1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm).
Then, using axioms (27) and (28), PROLOG proves C(Majority, db 1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm) in META.
2) let us prove that PROLOG provesC(No_Majority, db1∗ . . .∗dbn, d1∧ . . .∧dm)
or C(No_Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm) in the program META iff
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬(d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm).
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬(d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm)
⇔ ∃i0 ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬di0
⇔ ∃i0 ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that PROLOG proves D(No_Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn, di0) or PROLOG proves D(No_Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di0)
from proposition 5
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thus:
- either PROLOG proves D(No_Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di0) and
in this case from axioms (32) and (33), we can deduce that PROLOG proves
C(No_Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm).
- either PROLOG proves D(No_Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di0) and there is no
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that PROLOG proves D(No_Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di)
(otherwise we are in the first case). In this case from axioms (34) and (35), we can
deduce that PROLOG proves C(No_Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm).
3) let us prove that PROLOG proves C(?, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm) in the
program META iff ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm and ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |=
¬(d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm).
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm and
ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬(d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm)
⇔ ∃i0 ∈ {1 . . .m}ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= di0 (because the di are not tautolo-
gies) and ∀i ∈ {1 . . .m}ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬di
This is equivalent to the two following propositions:
a) ∃i0 ∈ {1 . . .m} such that PROLOG proves D(?, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di0)
by proposition 5. Using axiom (24), we can deduce that PROLOG cannot prove
D(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di0), nor D(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di0).
PROLOG cannot prove D(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di0 ), so with axioms
(25), (26) and negation by failure, PROLOG proves ¬C(Unchallenged, db 1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm).
As PROLOG cannot prove D(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di0 ) nor
D(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . .∗dbn, di0), PROLOG proves¬all_pos(db1 ∗ . . .∗dbn, d1∧
. . . ∧ dm) with axioms (29), (30), (31) and negation by failure.
Thus, using axioms (27), (28) and negation by failure, PROLOG proves
¬C(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm).
In this case, using axioms (25) to (30), PROLOG cannot prove
C(Majority, db1, . . . , dbn, d1∧. . .∧lm) norC(Unchallenged, db1, . . . , dbn, d1∧. . .∧
lm).
b) ∀i ∈ {1 . . .m} ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬di. Let i ∈ {1 . . .m}. Let us sup-
pose that PROLOG proves all_neg(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di). In this case, PROLOG proves
B(Majority, db1∗. . .∗dbn,¬l) orB(Unchallenged, db1∗. . .∗dbn,¬l) for every literal
l composing di. But then PROLOG proves ΔΣ([db1, . . . , dbn]) |= ¬di by proposition
2. So PROLOG proves ¬all_neg(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di) with negation by failure.
As ∀i ∈ {1 . . .m} PROLOG proves ¬all_neg(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, di), PRO-
LOG cannot proveD(No_Majority, db1∗ . . .∗dbn, di) norD(No_Unchallenged, db1∗
. . . ∗ dbn, di) using axioms (17), (18), (22) and (23).
So using axioms (32), (33) and negation by failure, PROLOG proves
¬C(No_Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, d1 ∧ ¬ ∧ dm). In the same way, using ax-
ioms (34), (35) and negation by failure, PROLOG proves ¬C(No_Majority, db 1 ∗ . . .∗
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dbn, d1 ∧ ¬ ∧ dm).
Thus, with axiom (36), PROLOG prove C(?, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm).
■
4.4. Informal comments
Let us come back here to the generation ofD(?, db, l1∨. . .∨lm) and the generation
of C(?, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm).
If we consider only two literals l and l ′, the results about l ∨ l′ can be summed up






Table 1. Case of a disjunction of two literals
Let us comment those cases:
1) in the case where both literals are not believed because of balanced incon-
sistency, we claim that we cannot deduce some interesting conclusions, because it
depends on the origin of the literals. Consider for example db 1 = {l1,¬l2} and
db2 = {¬l1, l2}. In this case, both l1 and l2 are not believed in db1 ∗ db2 because
of balanced inconsistency. But we can remark that l1 ∨ l2 is believed in both bases
db1 and db2. In this case, we should conclude that l1 ∨ l2 is believed by majority by
db1 ∗ db2.
Consider now the two databases db1 = {l1, l2} and db2 = {¬l1,¬l2}. As previ-
ously, both l1 and l2 are not believed in db1 ∗ db2 because of balanced inconsistency.
But now, l1 ∨ l2 is believed in db1 and ¬(l1 ∨ l2) is believed in db2. In this case, it is
more intuitive to deduce that l1 ∨ l2 is not believed in db1 ∗ db2 because of balanced
inconsistency.
As a conclusion, we cannot decide which kind of explanation we can give in these
cases, because it does not depend only on the occurrences of the literals, but also on
their origin in the databases.
2) in the case where one of the literal is BI and the other is CL, we cannot provide
a more precise answer than “?”. Consider for example db1 = {l1}, db2 = {¬l1} and
l2 a literal different from l1. In this case, l1 is not believed by db1 ∗ db2 because of
balanced inconsistency and l2 is not believed by db1 ∗ db2 because of complete lack.
Thus, l1 ∨ l2 is not believed by db1 ∗ db2. Intuitively, there is one “proof” for l1 ∨ l2
in db1 ∗ db2 because l1 appears one time in db1 ∗ db2. So, l1 ∨ l2 cannot be CL. But
we do not have any “proof” for ¬(l1 ∨ l2) in db1 ∗ db2 (because ¬l1 does not appear
in db1 ∗ db2). So l1 ∨ l2 cannot be BI.
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3) in the case where both literals are CL, providing a more precise answer than
“?” would necessitate to compare the literals. Indeed, l1 and l2 can be both CL and if
l1 ∨ l2 is a tautology, we cannot deduce that l1 ∨ l2 is CL.
Let us now focus on the generation of C(?, db, d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm). We do not build
here the complete table like in the disjunction case, because it is more fastidious and
will not bring intuitive explanations. We only focus on some interesting examples by
considering a conjunction of two literals.
Again, if we consider only two literals l1 and l2, ? is provided only when l1 and
l2 are BI or CL. It can be shown that, like in the disjunction case, we cannot provide
more precise answer than ? because it depends on the origin of the literals.
Let us consider again the example where db1 = {l1} and db2 such that l2 = {¬l1}.
In this case, l1 is not believed by db1 ∗ db2 because of balanced inconsistency and l2
is not believed by db1 ∗ db2 because of complete lack. Thus, l1 ∧ l2 is not believed by
db1∗db2. We cannot deduce that l1∧l2 is not believed by complete lack of information,
because ¬(l1 ∧ l2) is believed by db1 ∗ db2. But we cannot also deduce that l1 ∧ l2 is
not believed by balanced inconsistency, because l1∧ l2 does not “appear” in db1 ∗db2.
So we have to answer “?”.
Consider now the second example presented previously. Let db 1 = {l1, l2} and
db2 = {¬l1,¬l2} be two databases. In this case, both l1 and l2 are in the “balanced
inconsistency” case in db1∗db2. But l1∧l2 is believed by db1 and ¬(l1∧l2) is believed
by db2, so l1∧ l2 is not believed by balanced inconsistency in db1 ∗db2. If we consider
now db1 = {¬l1, l2} and db2 = {l1,¬l2}, both l1 and l2 are again in the “balanced
inconsistency” case in db1 ∗ db2. But l1 ∧ l2 is not believed neither in db1 nor in db2,
so we should deduce that l1∧ l2 is not believed “no_unchallenged” db1 ∗db2 (because
¬(l1 ∧ l2) is believed in both db1 and db2).
5. Application to first-order databases
In this section we extend the previous query evaluator for answering queries ad-
dressed to several first-order databases. For doing so, we consider databases which
are “equivalent to sets of ground literals”. Such databases are defined below.
5.1. Databases equivalent to sets of ground literals
Let LO be a function-free first order language.
DEFINITION 7. — A database is a pair DB = 〈EDB, IDB〉7 such that EDB
is a non empty and finite set of positive or negative ground literals of LO, IDB
is a finite and consistent set of clauses of LO written without function symbols and
EDB ∩ IDB = ∅ .
7. “EDB” stands for “extensional database” and “IDB” stands for “intensional database”.
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Notice that literals in EDB can be positive or negative.
DEFINITION 8. — Let DB = 〈EDB, IDB〉 a database. Let a1, . . . , an be the
constant symbols which appear in the formulas of EDB ∪ IDB. A Herbrand in-
terpretation of DB is an interpretation whose domain is {a1, . . . , an}. A Herbrand
model of DB is a Herbrand interpretation which satisfies EDB ∪ IDB.
DEFINITION 9. — Let HM1, . . . , HMn be the Herbrand models of EDB ∪ IDB.
Let L = {l : l is a literal of the Herbrand base such that ∃ HMi ∃ HMj
HMi |= l and HMj |= ¬l}. The database DB = 〈EDB, IDB〉 is equivalent
to a set of ground literals iff for any satisfiable conjunction l1 ∧ . . . ∧ lm where
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} li ∈ L, there exists HMi0 such that HMi0 |= l1 ∧ . . . ∧ lm.
Intuitively, this condition ensures that the database is equivalent to a set of literals,
because if there is a “real” disjunction in the base, let us say for instance l(a) ∨ l ′(b)
(such that l(a) ∨ l′(b) is not a tautology), then both ¬l(a) and ¬l ′(b) will appear in
L. In this case, there is no model of the database satisfying ¬l(a) ∧ ¬l ′(b), because
all the models of the base satisfy l(a) ∨ l ′(b). For more explanations, see for instance
[CHO 94].
EXAMPLE 10. — Consider DB1 = 〈EDB1, IDB1〉 with EDB1 = {p(a)} and
IDB1 = {¬p(x) ∨ ¬q(x), p(x) ∨ r(x)}. The Herbrand models8 of DB1 are: {p(a)}
and {p(a), r(a)}. We have: L = {r(a),¬r(a)}. We can check that ¬r(a) is satis-
fied in the first Herbrand model and that r(a) is satisfied in the second. So DB1 is
equivalent to a set of ground literals.
Consider now DB2 = 〈EDB2, IDB2〉 with EDB2 = {p(a)} and IDB2 =
{¬p(x)∨ q(x)∨ r(x)}. The Herbrand models of DB2 are {p(a), q(a)}, {p(a), r(a)}
and {p(a), q(a), r(a)}. We have L = {r(a),¬r(a), q(a),¬q(a)}. We can check that
none of the Herbrand models satisfy ¬q(a) ∧ ¬r(a). Thus DB2 is not equivalent to a
set of ground literals.
PROPOSITION 11. — Let DB = 〈EDB, IDB〉 be a database which is equivalent
to a set of ground literals. Let l1, . . . , ln be some ground literals of LO such that
l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln is not a tautology. Then:
EDB ∪ IDB |= l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln iff ∃i0 ∈ {1, . . . , n} EDB ∪ IDB |= li0
PROOF. — The proof of ⇐) is obvious.
Proof of ⇒)
Let l1, . . . , ln be some ground literals ofLO such that l1∨. . .∨ln is not a tautology
and EDB ∪ IDB |= l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln.
Let us assume that ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} EDB ∪ IDB |= li (hyp).
8. A model is denoted here by the set of its positive facts.
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On the one hand, let us denote by {i1, . . . , im} the minimal subset of {1, . . . , n}
such thatEDB∪IDB |= li1∨. . .∨lim (i.e. ∀j ∈ ({1, . . . , n}−{i1, . . . , im}) EDB∪
IDB |= ¬lj). As EDB∪ IDB |= li1 ∨ . . .∨ lim ∀i ∈ {i1, . . . , im} ∃HMi Herbrand
model of EDB ∪ IDB such that HMi |= li.
Moreover, let us note that m > 1, otherwise ∀HM Herbrand model of EDB ∪
IDB HM |= li1 which falsifies (hyp).
On the other hand, ∀i ∈ {i1, . . . , im} ∃HMi Herbrand model of EDB ∪ IDB
such that HMi |= ¬li, cf. (hyp).
Thus ∀i ∈ {i1, . . . , im} li ∈ L and ¬li ∈ L (cf. definition 9).
li1 ∨ . . . ∨ lim is not a tautology, so ∀i ∈ {i1, . . . , im} ∀j ∈ ({i1, . . . , im} − {i})
li ≡ ¬lj . Thus ¬li1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬lim is valid.
In this case, from definition 9, as 〈EDB, IDB〉 is equivalent to a set of ground
literals, ∃HMi0 Herbrand model ofEDB∪IDB such thatHMi0 |= ¬li1∧. . .¬∧lim .
Thus, HMi0 |= ¬l1 ∧ . . .¬ ∧ ln.
This falsifies the fact that EDB ∪ IDB |= l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln, so (hyp) is false. ■
This result ensures that, in a database equivalent to a set of ground literals, a dis-
junction of ground literals which is not a tautology is deducible from the database iff
one of these literals is deducible from the database. This implies that there is no real
disjunctive data deducible from these databases.
5.2. Specification of a query evaluator for several first-order databases
The program META defined in section 2.2 assumes that the databases are sets
of positive or negative propositional literals. Considering only databases which are
equivalent to sets of ground literals will allow us to re-use that program: each ground
literal will be considered as a propositional one. However, we must extend the pro-
gram in order to take the clauses of IDB into account.
Extension of the meta-program to take IDB into account:
Let us denote by h the function which associates any clause of IDB with a set of
formulas in the following way: h(l1∨. . .∨ln) = {(¬l1∧. . .¬li−1∧¬li+1 . . .∧¬ln) →
li, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}. Notice that we consider here that if li is a negative literal ¬l′i,
then ¬li is in fact the literal l′i.
Then, the axiom (1) of the program META is replaced by the following ones
(Bconj being a new binary predicate such that Bconj(db, l1 ∧ ... ∧ ln) means that
literals l1, . . . , ln belong to or are deducible from database db ):
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(1.1) EDB(db, l) if the ground literal l is in the EDB part of the primitive
database db
(1.2) IDB(db, f) if the formula f is in h(c), where c is a clause in the IDB
part of the primitive database db
(1.3) EDB(db, l) → Bexp(db, l)
(1.4) Bconj(db, nil)
(1.5) Bexp(db, l1) ∧Bconj(db, r1) → Bconj(db, l1 ∧ r1)
(1.6) IDB(db, (r → l)) ∧Bconj(db, r) → Bexp(db, l)
PROPOSITION 12. — Let db = 〈EDB, IDB〉 be such that IDB is not recursive9.
Let l be a ground literal. Then PROLOG proves Bexp(db, l) iff EDB ∪ IDB |= l.
PROOF. — Proof of ⇒)
We prove in the same time the two following propositions :
(1) PROLOG proves Bexp(db, l)⇒ EDB ∪ IDB |= l and
(2) PROLOG proves Bconj(db, l1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln)⇒ EDB ∪ IDB |= l1 ∧ . . . ∧ lm
Let us note :
H(n): PROLOG proves Bexp(db, l) in n steps ⇒ EDB ∪ IDB |= l and
PROLOG proves Bconj(db, l1 ∧ . . . ∧ lm) in n+ 1 steps ⇒
EDB ∪ IDB |= l1 ∧ . . . ∧ lm
We prove (1) and (2) by proving by induction that H(n) is true for every n ≥ 2.
First of all, let us prove that PROLOG always proves Bexp(db, l) or Bconj(db, l1 ∧
. . . ∧ lm) in a finite number of steps.
Let us suppose that PROLOG cannot proveBexp(db, l) or Bconj(db, l1 ∧ . . .∧ lm)
in a finite number of steps. This means that PROLOG tries to prove a formula such
Bexp(db, l′) or Bconj(db, l′1∧ . . .∧ l′m) by using the same formula (cf. axioms (1.5) et
(1.6)). Such cases can only happen when PROLOG can prove IDB(db, r → l ′) where
l′ appears in the conjunction r. But IDB is not recursive, so this is impossible.
Proof of H(2): PROLOG proves Bexp(db, l) in two steps. In this case, the first
axiom used by PROLOG is (1.3). Thus PROLOG must prove EDB(db, l) by using
(1.1). Proving EDB(db, l) means that l ∈ EDB. Thus EDB ∪ IDB |= l.
PROLOG proves Bconj(db, l1 ∧ . . . ∧ lm) in three steps. The only axiom that
PROLOG can use for the first step is (1.6). Thus PROLOG has to prove :
– Bconj(db, l2 ∧ . . . ∧ lm) in two steps. The only axiom that PROLOG can use is
(1.4), so l2 ∧ . . . ∧ lm ≡ nil;
9. In order to avoid infinite loops in the PROLOG program.
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– Bexp(db, l) in two steps. From the previous proof, EDB ∪ IDB |= l1.
Thus EDB ∪ IDB |= l1 ∧ . . . ∧ lm and H(2) is true.
Let us prove that H(3) is true because it is a particular case.
Proof of H(3): let us suppose that PROLOG proves Bexp(db, l) in three steps.
From axiom (1.6), PROLOG has to prove IDB(db, r → l) and Bconj(db, r) in two
steps. But PROLOG cannot prove Bconj(db, r) in two steps (it “needs” at least three
steps to prove a formula of the kind Bconj), so the proposition “PROLOG proves
Bexp(db, l) in three steps ⇒ EDB ∪ IDB |= l” is true.
PROLOG provesBconj(db, l1 ∧ . . .∧ lm) in four steps. The only axiom that can be
used by PROLOG for the first step is (1.5). Thus PROLOG has to prove :
– Bconj(db, l2 ∧ . . . ∧ lm) in three steps. As H(2) is true, EDB ∪ IDB |=
l2 ∧ . . . ∧ lm;
– Bexp(db, l) in at least three steps. Thus PROLOG provesBexp(db, l) in two steps.
As H(2) is true, EDB ∪ IDB |= l1.
Thus EDB ∪ IDB |= l1 ∧ . . . ∧ lm and H(3) is true.
Induction step for H: let n be an integer such that n ≥ 3. Let us suppose that
H(k) is true for every k ∈ {3, . . . , n}.
First, let us suppose that PROLOG provesBexp(db, l) in (n+1) steps. In this case,
from axioms (1.6) et (1.2) :
– PROLOG provesBconj(db, r) in n steps. AsH(n−1) is true,EDB∪IDB |= r;
– PROLOG proves IDB(db, r → l) in two steps. Thus EDB ∪ IDB |= r → l.
Thus EDB ∪ IDB |= l.
Let us suppose that PROLOG provesBconj(db, l1∧ . . .∧ lm) in n+2 steps. In this
case, from axiom (1.5) :
– PROLOG proves Bexp(db, l1) in n+ 1 steps. From the previous proof, EDB ∪
IDB |= l1;
– PROLOG provesBconj(db, l2∧ . . .∧ lm) in n+1 steps. AsH(n) is true, EDB∪
IDB |= l2 ∧ . . . ∧ lm.
Thus EDB ∪ IDB |= l1 ∧ . . . ∧ lm, thus H(n+ 1) is true.
Thus (H)(n) is true for all n ≥ 2. Thus PROLOG proves Bexp(db, l) ⇒ EDB ∪
IDB |= l.
Proof of ⇐)
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Let us suppose that LO is a first order language such that its constants symbols
are denoted by {a1, . . . , an}, its predicates symbols by {P1, . . . , Pm} and its vari-
ables symbols by {x1, . . . , xk}. For all clause C of IDB containing the variables
xi1 , . . . , xikC , we will note a ground instance of C every formula F of LO such thatF ≡ C[xi1/aj1 , . . . , xikC /ajkC ] (i.e. a clause in which every variable symbol is re-
placed by a constant symbol).
Let succ be the function such that for all set E of ground literals of LO :
succ(E) = E ∪ {Pi(ai1 , . . . , aimi ) : ¬Pj1 (aj1,1 , . . . , aj1,l1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Pjh(ajh,1 ,
. . . , ajh,lh ) → Pi(ai1 , . . . , aimi ) is a ground instance of a clause of
h(c) where c ∈ IDB and ∀k ∈ {j1, . . . , jh} ¬Pjk (aj1,1 , . . . , aj1,lk ) ∈ E}
Let us define function T by induction :
T1(EDB) = EDB
∀n ≥ 1 Tn+1(EDB) = succ(Tn(EDB))
AsLO is a finite language, it is easy to prove that ∃i0 ≥ 1 such that lim
n→∞ Tn(EDB) =
Ti0(EDB) (succ is a growing sequence in a finite set). It is also obvious that for all
ground literal l, EDB ∪ IDB |= l ⇔ l ∈ Ti0(EDB). Let us denote Ti0(EDB) by
T iO (EDB).
Let l be a ground literal. Let us prove by induction that for all i ≥ 1 :
K(i) : l ∈ T i(EDB) ⇒ PROLOG proves Bexp(db, l).
Proof of K(1): l ∈ T 1(EDB), thus by definition l ∈ EDB. From axioms (1.1)
and (1.3), PROLOG proves Bexp(db, l).
Induction step of K : let us suppose that for some i ≥ 1 K(i) is true. Let us also
suppose that l ∈ T i+1(EDB). In this case, there is some formula¬Pj1(aj1,1 , . . . , aj1,l1 )∧
. . .∧ ¬Pjh(ajh,1 , . . . , ajh,lh ) → l which is an ground instance of a clause from IDB
such that ∀k ∈ {j1, . . . , jh} ¬Pjk (aj1,1 , . . . , aj1,lk ) ∈ Ti(EDB).
From axiom (1.2), PROLOG proves IDB(db,¬Pj1 (aj1,1 , . . . , aj1,l1 ) ∧ . . .∧¬Pjh(ajh,1 , . . . , ajh,lh ) → l).
As ∀k ∈ {j1, . . . , jh} ¬Pjk(aj1,1 , . . . , aj1,lk ) ∈ Ti(EDB) and K(i) is true,
PROLOG proves Bexp(db,¬Pjk(aj1,1 , . . . , aj1,lk )) for all k ∈ {j1, . . . , jh}. Thus,
from axioms (1.4) and (1.5), PROLOG provesB conj(db,¬Pj1(aj1,1 , . . . , aj1,l1 )∧. . .∧¬Pjh(ajh,1 , . . . , ajh,lh )).
Thus, from axiom (1.6), PROLOG proves Bexp(db, l). Thus K(i+ 1) is true.
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By induction, K(i) is true for all i ≥ 1. Particularly, K(i0) is true, so PROLOG
proves EDB ∪ IDB |= l⇒ Bexp(db, l). ■
This result ensures that, if IDB is not recursive, axiom (1) can be replaced by
axioms (1.1),. . . ,(1.6). Thus, using proposition 2, if IDB is not recursive, the META
program defined for databases which are sets of propositional literals can be used in
the case of first order databases which are equivalent to sets of ground literals.
5.3. Definition of answers
Let db1, . . . , dbn be n first order databases, each of them being equivalent to a set
of literals.
We first define the answers to queries being closed (ground) literals.
DEFINITION 13 (CLOSED ATOMIC QUERIES). — Let F be a closed atomic query
(i.e. a closed literal). When addressed to the databases db1, . . . , dbn, its answer,
denoted by answer(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, F ), is:
– YES (ByMajority) iff PROLOG proves B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . .∗ dbn, F ) in META.
– NO (ByMajority) iff PROLOG proves B(Majority, db1∗ . . .∗dbn,¬F ) in META.
– YES (Unchallenged) iff PROLOG proves B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, F )
in META.
– NO (Unchallenged) iff PROLOG proves B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn,¬F )
in META.
– DON’T_KNOW (CompleteLack) iff PROLOG proves B(CompleteLack, db1 ∗
. . . ∗ dbn, F ) in META.
– DON’T_KNOW (BalancedInconsistency) iff PROLOG proves
B(BalancedInconsistency, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, F ) in META.
Notice that we consider an open world approach. That is to say that in any database
(primitive one or multi-database) there may exist some atomic formula F such that
neitherF nor¬F are deducible. This explains why the answer DON’T_KNOW(CompleteLack)
is sometimes provided.
We now define the answers to queries being disjunctions of closed literals.
DEFINITION 14 (CLOSED DISJUNCTIVE QUERIES). — Let a query F be a disjunc-
tion of closed literals which are not complementary representing. When addressed to
the databases db1, . . . , dbn, its answer, denoted by answer((db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn), F ), is:
– YES (ByMajority) iff PROLOG proves D(MAJORITY, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, F ) in
META.
– YES (Unchallenged) iff PROLOG proves D(UNCHALLENGED, db1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn, F ) in META.
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– NO (ByMajority) iff PROLOG proves D(NO_MAJORITY, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, F ) in
META.
– NO (Unchallenged) iff PROLOG proves D(NO_UNCHALLENGED, db1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn, F ) in META.
– DON’T_KNOW else.
Finally, we now define the answers to queries being conjunctions of disjunctions
of closed literals.
DEFINITION 15 (CLOSED CONJUNCTIVE QUERIES). — Let F be a conjunction of
disjunctions of closed literals which are not complementary. When addressed to the
databases db1, . . . , dbn, its answer, denoted by answer(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, F ), is:
– YES (ByMajority) iff PROLOG proves C(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, F ) in META.
– YES (Unchallenged) iff PROLOG proves C(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, F )
in META.
– NO (ByMajority) iff PROLOG proves C(NO_Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, F ) in
META.
– NO (Unchallenged) iff PROLOG provesC(NO_Unchallenged, db1∗. . .∗dbn, F )
in META.
– DON’T_KNOW iff PROLOG proves C(?, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, F ) in META.
We now define answer to open queries and first to queries being open literals.
DEFINITION 16 (OPEN ATOMIC QUERIES). — LetF (x1, . . . , xm) be an open atomic
query (i.e. an open literal). The answer to that query when addressed to the databases
db1, . . . , dbn, noted answer(db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn, F (x1, . . . , xm)), is:
{〈a1, . . . , am〉(ByMajority): s.t. PROLOG proves B(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn,
F (a1, . . . , am))}⋃
{〈a1, . . . , am〉(Unchallenged): s.t. PROLOG proves B(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn, F (a1, . . . , am))}
We define answers to queries being disjunctions of open literals.
DEFINITION 17 (OPEN DISJUNCTIONS). — Let l1(x1, . . . , xm)∨. . .∨lp(x1, . . . , xm)
be a disjunction of non complementary open literals. The answer to that query when
addressed to the databases db1, . . . , dbn, noted answer(db1∗. . .∗dbn, l1(x1, . . . , xm)∨
. . . ∨ lp(x1, . . . , xm)), is:
{〈a1, . . . , am〉(ByMajority): s.t. PROLOG proves D(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn,
l1(a1, . . . , am) ∨ . . . ∨ lm(a1, . . . , am)}⋃
{〈a1, . . . , am〉(Unchallenged): s.t. PROLOG proves D(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn, l1(a1, . . . , am) ∨ . . . ∨ lp(a1, . . . , am))}
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Finally, we define answers to queries being conjunctions of disjunctions of open
literals.
DEFINITION 18 (OPEN CONJUNCTIONS). — Let d1(x1, . . . , xm)∧. . .∧dp(x1, . . . , xm)
be a conjunction of disjunctions of non complementary open literals. The answer to
that query when addressed to the databases db1, . . . , dbn, noted answer(db1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn, d1(x1, . . . , xm) ∧ . . . ∧ dp(x1, . . . , xm)) is:
{〈a1, . . . , am〉(ByMajority): s.t. PROLOG proves C(Majority, db1 ∗ . . . ∗ dbn,
d1(a1, . . . , am) ∧ . . . ∧ dm(a1, . . . , am)}⋃
{〈a1, . . . , am〉(Unchallenged): s.t. PROLOG proves C(Unchallenged, db1 ∗ . . . ∗
dbn, d1(a1, . . . , am) ∧ . . . ∧ dp(a1, . . . , am))}
6. Examples
6.1. First example
In this first example, we consider three databases which share a common set of
rules IDB. Databases are:
db1 = 〈EDB1, IDB〉, db2 = 〈EDB2, IDB〉, db3 = 〈EDB3, IDB〉, with:
EDB1 = {student(John,maths), employee(Louis), self(Philip),
self(Donald), disabled(Louis)}
EDB2 = {employee(Philip), student(Louis, physics),
restaurant(John), restaurant(Henry)}
EDB3 = {student(John,maths), employee(Philip)}
IDB = {∀x student(x,maths) → self(x),
∀x student(x, physics) → restaurant(x),
∀x employee(x) → restaurant(x),
∀x ¬self(x) ∨ ¬restaurant(x),
∀x disabled(x) → parking(x),
∀x employee(x) → parking(x),
∀x∀y student(x, y) → ¬parking(x)}
Formulas of IDB express that students in maths eat in the self-service; students in
physics and employees eat in the restaurant; nobody can eat in both; disabled people
and employees can park their car in the parking; students cannot.
One can notice that each database is equivalent to a set of ground literals and that
IDB is not recursive. Here are some queries and the answers generated by the query
evaluator:
1. “Is John a student registered in maths in the multi-database made of db 1, db2
and db3 ?”
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answer(db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3, student(John,maths)) = YES (ByMajority)
This means that, when we consider the three databases as a whole, we can conclude
by majority that John is a student in maths. Intuitively, if we ask db1 or db3 if John is
a student in maths, the answer will be “Yes” because student(John,maths) appears
explicitly in EDB1 and EDB3. The same question asked to db2 will lead to “No”
because according to db2, John eats at the restaurant (so he cannot be a student due to
IDB). Thus, by majority, db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3 believes that John is a student.
2. “Is John a student registered in physics in the multi-database made of db 1, db2
and db3 ?”
answer(db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3, student(John, physics)) = NO (Unchallenged)
This means that, when we consider the three databases as a whole, we can conclude
that John is a not a student registered in physics. EDB1 and EDB3 say explicitly
that John is a maths student, so in those two databases, John eats at the self, thus not
in the restaurant (due to IDB) and then is not a student registered in physics. So, the
general answer to “Is John a student registered in physics in the multi-database made
of db1, db2 and db3 ?” is NO.
Moreover, as we cannot deduce from any bases that John is a student in physics,
this result is Unchallenged. The fact that EDB2 contains restaurant(John) is not
sufficient to deduce that John is a student in physics (from IDB).
3. “Is John not an employee in the multi-database made of db 1, db2 and db3 ?”
answer(db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3,¬employee(John)) = YES (Unchallenged)
This means that, when we consider the three databases as a whole, we can conclude
that John is not an employee, and no database proves the opposite.
4. “Is Donald a student registered in maths in the multi-database made of db 1, db2
and db3 ?”
answer(db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3, student(Donald,maths)) = DON’T_KNOW
(CompleteLack)
This means that, when we consider the three databases as a whole, we cannot prove
that Donald is a student in maths, nor that he is not a student registered in maths.
5. “Who are the students and where are they registered in the multi- database made
of db1 and db2 ?”
answer(db1 ∗ db2, student(x, y)) = ∅
When considering the first two databases, there is no student.
student(John,maths) in db1 contradicts with restaurant(John) in db2.
student(Louis, physics) in db2 contradicts with employee(Louis) in db1. Finally,
we cannot derive anything about Philip, Donald nor Henry for this question. So
according to db1 ∗ db2, there is no student.
6. “Who are the students and where are they registered in the multi- database
db1, db2 and db3 ?”
answer(db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3, student(x, y)) = {〈John,maths〉 (ByMajority)}
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I.e. when considering the three databases as a whole, it can be proved by majority
that John is the only student and he is registered in maths.
7. “Who is employee in the multi-database made of db1, db2 and db3 ?”
answer(db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3, employee(x)) = {Philip (ByMajority)}
When considering the three databases as a whole, it can be proved by majority that
Philip is the only employee.
8. “Who can park his/her car in the parking in the multi-database made of db 1, db2
and db3 ?”
answer(db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3, parking(x)) = {Philip (Unchallenged)}
When considering the three databases as a whole, it can be proved that Philip is
the only one who can park his car in the parking and no database proves the opposite.
One can notice that, when considering the three databases, we cannot prove that
Louis is an employee nor that he can park in the parking. This illustrates the fact that
the majority merging does not take into account the number of proofs of a literal in a
given database but it takes into account the number of sources that support it, whatever
the “strength” with which it supports it. Here, one database supports that Louis can
park in the parking (even if it supports twice) and one database supports that Louis
cannot. Majority merging cannot decide.
9. “Who does go to the self service in the multi-database made of db 1, db2 and db3
?”
answer(db1∗db2∗db3, self(x)) = {John (ByMajority), Donald (Unchallenged)}
When considering the three databases as a whole,it can be proved that John and
Donald are the only people who go to the self service. Moreover, even if some
databases prove that John does not go to the self-service, there are more databases
which prove he goes. Furthermore, no database proves that Donald does not go to the
self-service.
10. “Who does go to the restaurant in the multi-database made of db 1, db2 and db3
?”
answer(db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3, restaurant(x)) = {Philip (ByMajority),
Henry (Unchallenged), Louis (Unchallenged)}
11. “Is John a student register in maths or a student register in English in the multi-
database made of db1, db2 and db3 ? ”
answer((db1∗db2∗db3), student(John,maths)∨student(John,English)) =
YES (ByMajority)
12. “Can Philip or Donald park in the parking in the multi-database made of
db1, db2 and db3 ? ”
answer((db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3), parking(Philip) ∨ parking(Donald) =
YES (Unchallenged)
13. “Is John an employee or does he go to the restaurant in the multi-database made
of db1, db2 and db3 ”
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answer((db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3), employee(John) ∨ restaurant(John) =
NO (By Majority)
14. “is it true that John is a student register in maths or in English and that Philip or
Donald can park in the parking ?”
answer((db1∗db2∗db3), (student(John,maths)∨student(John,English))∧
(parking(Philip) ∨ parking(Donald))) = YES (By Majority)
Indeed it is true by majority that John is a student registered in maths and it is true
“unchallenged” that Philip can park in the parking.
15. “is it true that John is a student register in maths or in English and that Philip is
a student registered in maths or in English ?”
answer((db1∗db2∗db3), (student(John,maths)∨student(John,English))∧
(student(Philip,maths)∨ student(Philip, English))) = NO (Unchallenged)
This is due to the fact that it is unchallenged that Philip is not a student registered
in maths and it is unchallenged that Philip is not a student registered in English.
16. “is John an employee or does he go to the restaurant and is Philip an employee
or does he go to the restaurant ?”
answer((db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3), (Employee(John) ∨ restaurant(John)) ∧
(Employee(Philip)∨ restaurant(Philip))) = NO (Majority)
This is due to the fact that it is true by majority that John is not an employee nor
goes to the restaurant.
6.2. Second example
This second example is a modified version of the previous one. Here, the three
databases share some common rules, but have also their own. Databases are now:
db1 = 〈EDB1, IDB1〉, db2 = 〈EDB2, IDB2〉, db3 = 〈EDB3, IDB3〉 with:
IDB1 = {∀x employee(x) → restaurant(x),
∀x ¬self(x) ∨ ¬restaurant(x),
∀x disabled(x) → parking(x),
∀x employee(x) → parking(x),
∀x∀y student(x, y) → ¬parking(x)}
IDB2 = {∀x student(x,maths) → self(x),
∀x ¬self(x) ∨ ¬restaurant(x),
∀x disabled(x) → parking(x),
∀x employee(x) → parking(x),
∀x∀y student(x, y) → ¬parking(x)}
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IDB3 = {∀ x student(x, physics)→ restaurant(x),
∀x ¬self(x) ∨ ¬restaurant(x),
∀x disabled(x) → parking(x),
∀x employee(x) → parking(x),
∀x∀y student(x, y) → ¬parking(x)}
Here are for instance, two queries for which the query-evaluator generates different
answers:
1. “Is John a student registered in physics in the multi-database made of db 1, db2
and db3 ?”
answer(db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3, student(John, physics)) =
DON’T_KNOW (CompleteLack)
In the previous example, we could conclude that John was not registered in physics
mainly because the three rules ∀x student(x,maths) → self(x), ∀x ¬self(x) ∨
¬restaurant(x) and ∀x student(x, physics) → restaurant(x) were shared by the
three databases. Now, since they are not shared, we cannot conclude that John is not
registered in physics.
2. “Who goes to the self service in the multi-database made of db1, db2 and db3 ?”
answer(db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3, self(x)) = {Philip (Unchallenged), Donald
(Unchallenged)}
Now, we cannot conclude any longer that John goes to the self-service since the
rule ∀x student(x,maths) → self(x) occurs in one database only.
As for Philip, db1 tells that he goes to the self-service, and no other database allows
to conclude he does not (in particular, db2 does not allow to conclude that he does not
since the rule ∀x employee(x) → restaurant(x) belongs to the first database only).
3. “Is john an employee or does he go to the restaurant in English in the multi-
database made of db1, db2 and db3 ”
answer(db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3, employee(john) ∨ restaurant(John) = YES
(Unchallenged)
4. “is John an employee or does he go to the restaurant and is Philip an employee
or does he go to the restaurant ?”
answer(db1 ∗ db2 ∗ db3, (Employee(John) ∨ restaurant(John)) ∧
(Employee(Philip)∨ restaurant(Philip))) = YES (Majority)
This is due to the fact that here, it is unchallenged that John is an employee and it
is true by majority that Philip is an employee.
7. Concluding remarks
As already said, this present work is an extension of [CHO 04]. By the present
query evaluator, we can now ask general queries which are closed or open formulas
in conjunctive normal forms (conjunctions of disjunctions of literals). Furthermore,
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each answer is provided with an explanation (believed by majority, unchallenged, not
believed due to a complete lack of information or a balanced inconsistency).
Notice that this query evaluator has been implemented in a PROLOG interpreter
written in LISP and the previous examples have been run.
Moreover, we insist on the fact that the answers computed by the evaluator are the
same that could be computed by a classical evaluator when the query is addressed to
the database obtained by merging several databases according to a majority attitude.
However, it must be noticed that the databases merging is never computed. This im-
plies, for instance, that the user may address a query to db1, db2 and db3 and latter on
address a query to db2 and db3.
An extension we foresee to this work consists in quantifying the explanations given
with the answers. For instance, if we consider a big number of databases, obtaining an
answer “yes by majority” could be refined. If we consider a literal l 1 which is believed
by majority because it is supported by 50 databases and its negation by 49 databases,
we could say that it is a “weak” majority. Conversely, a literal l2 believed by majority
because it is supported by 98 databases and its negation only by one database could
be said to be believed by “strong” majority (it is almost unchallenged). We could for
instance give the proportion of databases supporting a formulas in respect to the total
number of databases. This would refine the explanation. But if it looks easy when
queries are literals, it will certainly be more problematic when queries are general
queries.
As for the generalization of this framework to address general logical databases
(i.e. that are not equivalent to a conjunction of literals), we must confess that we have
tried to get it but we failed. Now, we think, but it has not been proved yet, that this gen-
eralization will not be achievable, even in the propositional case. Indeed, the majority
merging has a meaning only if it is defined by a majority vote on exclusive alternatives.
This is why it is defined by a vote on possible worlds. By defining a query-evaluator,
we aim to define a syntactical mean (i.e. by voting on formulas) which is equivalent to
this majority vote on worlds. Our feeling is that counting formulas comes to counting
possible worlds only when formulas are atomic.
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